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SOCIOLOGY

RESEARCH METHODS AND SOCIAL STATISTICS - II

PAPER –  4.2

Time : Two hours Full Marks : 30

Answer to each module should be  written in a separete script

MODULE -I

Answer question no.1 and any one from the remaining questions

1. Write a short note on anyone of the follwing : 551=5

a) Define statistics and its importance in Social sience.

b) Levels of measurement with suitable examples.

2. Define Histogtram and write its features. Contruct a

histogram for the following date : 1051=10

3, 5, 8, 11, 13, 19, 23, 22, 25, 3, 10, 21, 14, 9, 12, 17, 22,

23, 14

3. What is an ‘Ogive’? In which level of measurement is ‘Ogive’

applied ? Construct an Ogive for the following date.1051=10

Class Interval Frequency

60-70 2

70-80 5

80-80 12
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Class IntervalFrequency

90-10031

100-11039

110-12010

120-13004

MODULE -II

Answer question no.1 and any one from the remaining questions

1.Write a short note on anyone of the follwing :551=5

a)Define ‘Measures of Dispersion’. Briefly discribe the

properites of Standard Deviation and Vairance.

b)Describe Bivariate Association with special reference to

‘Correlation’ (pearson’s r).

2.The height of the players (in centimeters) from a basketball

team are represented by the table.

Height in Cms.No. of Players.

170-1761

175-1803

180-1853

185-1905

190-1952
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Calcilate the standard Deviation and interpret the results.

(10)

3. An examinee has scored 79 in first sementer Statistics test.

The mean score of the class in 80 and the standard

deviation 5.6. The student is eager to know her percentile

rank. Which statistical method should she apply to know

that ? (10)
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